REPORT - WAINUNU PROJECT
This project was initiated due to the circumstances surrounding the welfare of Mr. Paul McGoon,
[50yrs] a quadriplegic and his son, Simon [19yrs]. Paul’s wife being the sole breadwinner was
uncertain of her employment due to the fact that Government [employer] was moving towards
implementing reforms within the Government Departments whereby jobs could be lost.
Simon due to the injury sustained by his dad was always absent from school thus affected his
progress in school. As a result we visited Wainunu in 2010 in search of how best we can direct
Simon into a sustainable future. After several interviews and listening to experiences from the
elderly residents, Simon decided to take up farming. At the same time Government was
announcing through various media outlets, its initiative to assist farmers.
In 2014, the family set out to construct a 16 x 20 corrugated farm house at Kalinivau Estate,
Wainunu, Bua. The home was also to be a base for Viti Spinal Injuries Association of Fiji [VSIAF]
serving the North - Vanua Levu areas. Website: www.vitispinal.com.fj

The ship is not accessible to wheelchairs therefore; Paul stays in the lower cargo area for the
duration of the trip from Natovi to Nabouwalu
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Following photos shows the various projects undertaken thus far;

[i]

CONSTRUCTION OF A 16 X 20 CORRUGATED HOUSE PROJECT –
COMPLETE : 100 %

CONSTRUCTION SITE: CAMP

Site camp erected for the two [2] carpenters from Suva to construct the new building plus locals
welcoming them over a basin of kava.
CONSTRUCTION SITE: CLEARING SITE

Locals assisted with the clearing of the site
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`PROFILING:

Carpenters at work- profiling
CONSTRUCTION IN PROGRESS - [16 X 20] HOUSE:

Construction of the house in progress, access to the recent upgraded feeder road.
FARM HOUSE CONSTRUCTION PROJECT COMPLETE:

100 %
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INTERACTING SOCIALLY WITH LOCALS:

Paul seen here socializing with local community. An opportunity to exchange and encourage
each other on various issues. Simon can be seen [above middle photo] teaching children
internet networking on the mobile.

[ii] WAINUNU PROJECT:

WATER TANK: COMPLETED 100%

Water Tank posts and platform starting to rot and buckle whilst holding two [1,000 liters each] tanks.

Photos: water tank posts and platform reinforced with hardwood timber:
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[iii] WANUNU PROJECT – CONSTRUCTION OF GENERATOR HOUSE:
[in progress] - 70 %

Construction in progress - 70% complete

SHORT TERM PROJECTS :
[i] WAINUNU PROJECT: DALO FARM [in early stage for implementation]

Simon’s trial dalo crop harvested for meal. He is looking forward to planting on a bigger scale
at commercial level. However needs a chainsaw to clear the indentified area plus dalo tops.
Working towards this Short term project is approximately 8 months to harvest.
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[ii] WAINUNU PROJECT: GINGER FARMING [in early stage for implementation]

Ginger plot outside the house ready to be transplanted. Approximate harvest time - 3 months.

[LONG TERM: ON - GOING]

[i] WAINUNU PROJECT:

YAQONA FARM
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1ST YAQONA HARVEST - DRYING PROCESS:

KAVA POUNDED TO POWDER:

BAGGED READY TO SELL:

This is an on-going/rotating Long Term project: 3-5 years/more……

•

Currently approximately 2,000 yaqona plants on the ground that has survived and still
planting……
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
From the local Community:
All echo the same admiration and display of Paul‘s, support,
courage & determination motivating his son, Simon, take up
farming:
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1. When I see Paul coming to farm in Wainunu, I think he is trying
to make a better life here in Wainunu despite the situation he is in.
He is a good inspiration to those who are like him motivate others to
work hard to better their lives. He is also a good example to those of
us who take life lightly.
Deo Kumar
Kalinivau Estate
Wainunu ,Bua

2. When I see Paul McGoon coming to start a life here at Wainunu,
doing farming and working hard to make a better life for him and
his family. I see that he has a strong will power. I see that he has a
‘Never Say Die” motivation. It also is a good inspiration to both
disable and able body person.
John Whippy.
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THANK YOU :
We would like to thank the following corporate bodies and individuals
for their continued support and assistance:
Williams & Gosling Ltd [W&G]
Viti Spinal Injuries Association of Fiji [VSIAF]
Mr. Sairusi & Ratu Ilaitia
Mr. Archie Whippy
Mr. Ivan Keni
Mr. Simon Lavulo [snr]
Mr. Joshco Wakaniyasi

THE END
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